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introDuCtion
In 2008, the Rhode Island Family Life Center conducted interviews of people managing court debt and facing debt-
based incarceration. Harold Brooks, a 58-year-old veteran, was arrested and jailed for 10 days after falling behind on 
payments of court fines.1 At the time, Mr. Brooks was receiving Supplemental Security Income disability payments 
because of cancer and heart problems. He had faced a long series of incarcerations over the course of more than three 
decades, due solely to his inability to keep up with criminal justice debt payments. 

“My court fees started in the ‘70s, and to get rid 
of them took over 30 years,” Mr. Brooks said in 
an interview. “In my life, I’d say I was in prison 
for court fines more than five times… enough that 
when I get a court date for a court fine and I know 
that I haven’t got the funds to pay it, I get really 
shaky when it comes to that time.”2 

Mr. Brooks’ problem is becoming disturbingly common. As states have 
become increasingly strapped for funds, some have looked to a most 
unlikely revenue source: the disproportionately poor people involved in 
the criminal justice system. Despite decades-old Supreme Court cases 
ruling that incarceration solely for debt is unconstitutional,3 a 2010 
Brennan Center report, Criminal Justice Debt: A Barrier to Reentry, 
uncovered existing modern-day debtor’s prisons. Now, although some 
states are creating more fiscally-sound and fair policies, increasing 
numbers of states are creating new pathways to imprisonment based 
solely on criminal justice debt. 4 

Criminal justice fees, applied without consideration of a person’s ability 
to pay, create enormous costs for states, communities, and the individuals ensnared in the criminal justice system. In an 
increasing number of jurisdictions, people are faced with a complex and extensive array of fees at every stage of criminal 
processing: fees for public defenders, jail fees, prison fees, court administrative fees, prosecution fees, probation fees, 
and parole fees. Estimates are that at least 80 percent of people going through the criminal justice system are eligible 
for appointed counsel,5 indicating that the majority of the people in the criminal justice system have had a judicial 
determination of indigency. Poor to begin with, and often lacking even a high school diploma,6 it is difficult for people 
going through the criminal justice system to find the sort of employment that would enable them to re-pay their 
financial debt.  Sociological studies have indicated that criminal justice fees and fines incentivize criminal behaviors 
as people try to meet payments amounts, and discourage people from contact with authorities, including obtaining 
necessary medical assistance and reporting to the police when they themselves are victimized.7  

Criminal justice debt policies vary from state to state, but our research reveals common themes and trends. Many 
states are failing to consider financial, structural, and social costs as they create fees and enforce their collection. This 
limited perspective results in senseless policies that punish people for being poor, rather than generate revenue. Also, 
several practices may violate fundamental constitutional protections. 

Regardless of jurisdictional variations, advocates face many similar challenges and would benefit from having tools 
to assist their work. Intelligent reform efforts, whether broad or incremental, should call for proof that creating more 
criminal justice debt will actually provide revenue and square with fundamental principles of fairness and justice. 
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1. conduct impact Analysis of Proposed and Existing fees 

Such studies can show lawmakers that the imposition and enforcement of fees and fines has both 
financial and social costs, and that these laws fail to generate revenue. 

2. create and Enforce Exemptions for indigence

The most effective way to break the cycle of debt and poverty that criminal justice debt perpetuates 
is to create exemptions for indigent people and effectively enforce them.  

3. Eliminate Unnecessary interest, late fees, and collateral consequences  

Where exemptions are not possible, other policies can reduce the onerous burden of debt. 
Eliminating interest and late fees makes debt more manageable. Collateral punishments, such as 
suspending driver’s licenses, only make it more difficult for people to obtain the employment 
necessary to make payments.  

4. End incarceration and Supervision for non-Willful failure to Pay

Criminal justice debt ensures that people who are no threat to public safety remain enmeshed in 
the system.  Often people facing the possibility of re-incarceration or further supervision have no 
right to counsel. Such practices raise constitutional questions, are costly to states, and decrease 
public safety as court and criminal justice resources are diverted. 

5. focus on rehabilitation through Meaningful Workforce Development

Offering optional community service as a means for paying criminal justice debt has the potential 
to improve the long-term job prospects for those who enroll, improving rentry prospects and 
providing states with an alternative means to collect debt. 

The Brennan Center has identified five core recommendations for successful advocacy against the rise of modern 
day debtors’ prisons: 

Criminal Justice Debt: A Barrier to Reentry proposed a number of reforms to criminal justice debt policies. Several 
of the Brennan Center’s recommendations have been successfully implemented. Further, advocacy organizations 
around the country have successfully challenged shortsighted and unjust criminal justice debt practices. 

This Toolkit examines the issues created by criminal justice debt collection policies and also profiles positive examples 
of reform efforts from around the country. These success stories will assist advocates as they decide upon their 
advocacy efforts. The Toolkit also provides statutory language, sample campaign pieces, and a step-by-step guide for 
a successful campaign. Since the intricacies of criminal justice debt differ from state to state, advocates should adapt 
models and initiatives to best fit their jurisdictions.
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oVerVieW: Criminal JustiCe Debt

THE TrUE coSTS

More jurisdictions are adding user fees at every stage of a criminal proceeding. While the fees can be an easy way 
to score political points or to theoretically fill budget gaps, without proper oversight, criminal justice debt policies 
often do more harm than good.

In many states today, offenders now serve multiple sentences. People serve the criminal sentence handed down by a 
court. Afterwards, a person is confronted with a bewildering array of fees and fines they must pay to the state. People 
who fail to pay the state may be faced with another physical sentence. Or, as people struggle to make payments, they 
may suffer a host of collateral consequences that create barriers to reentry and raise the specter of reimprisonment. 

Some jurisdictions have haphazardly created an interlocking system of fees that can combine to create insurmountable 
debt burdens. Florida has added more than 20 new fees since 1996.8 In 2009, the Council of State Governments 
Justice Center, a national nonprofit organization, partnered with the Texas Office of Court Administration to report 
on criminal justice debt collection practices.9 The report found that a “sprawling number of state and local fees 
and court costs that state law prescribes as a result of a criminal conviction amounts to a nearly incomprehensible 
package.”10 In 2009, North Carolina instituted late fees for 
failure to pay a fine, and added a surcharge for being placed 
on a payment plan.11 Jurisdictions in at least nine states charge 
people extra fees for entering into payment plans, which are 
purportedly designed to make payments easier.12  

Furthermore, policymakers often fail to acknowledge aspects of 
the criminal justice system that will make collection of criminal 
justice debt difficult, if not impossible. People going through 
the criminal justice system are often poor. After conviction, 
punitive laws regarding the collateral consequences of criminal 
convictions make it exceedingly difficult for people to find the 
means to satisfy their debts. 

Large numbers of the people going through the criminal 
justice system are indigent. Estimates indicate that at least 80 
percent of people charged with criminal offenses qualify for 
indigent defense.13  Every state has policies and laws that create 
collateral consequences of conviction, such as the loss of driver’s licenses or a professional license. These policies 
greatly restrict the ability of those convicted of crimes to find future employment. Many employers will not hire 
people with criminal records. Up to 60 percent of former inmates are unemployed one year after release.14 Criminal 
debt collection schemes do not take these realities into account, and therefore become counter-productive. Charging 
those who are unable to pay serves no purpose; persons unable to pay will not be any more able to pay simply 
because their debt has increased. Instead of raising revenues, these fees and fines may actually increase the costs for 
local governments, and increase the likelihood of recidivism.

fiscal costs to the State

The assumption that court user fees provide a valuable revenue source ignores the vast expenditures incurred in 
attempts to collect fees, mostly from people unable to pay. Policymakers must also consider direct costs of collection, 
such as the salary and time for the clerks, probation officers, attorneys, and judges who will be involved in fee 
collection processes.15

A 2009 Council of State 
Governments Justice Center 
and Texas Office of Court 
Administration report 
on criminal justice debt 
collection found that a 
“sprawling number of state 
and local fees and court costs 
that state law prescribes as a 
result of a criminal conviction 
amounts to a nearly 
incomprehensible package.”   
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For example, a state that revokes or fails to grant supervised release to someone who has not paid their criminal 
justice-related debt will often spend more money incarcerating that person than it could expect to collect if a 
criminal justice debt were paid in full. There are inmates in Pennsylvania who are eligible for release but are kept in 
prison based on their inability to pay a $60 fee.16 The daily cost of confinement is nearly $100 per day.17 In 2009, 
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina arrested 564 people because they fell behind on debt; the County jailed 246 
debtors who did not pay for an average of 4 days.18 The county collected $33,476 while the jail term itself cost 
$40,000 — a loss for the county of $6,524.19 

The Burden on the criminal Justice System

Turning court and correctional officials into collection agents also interferes with the proper administration of 
justice. Judges are no longer able to act as impartial adjudicators if they are forced to act as collections agents 

in the hopes of obtaining revenue for their own courts. Furthermore, 
even if courts are able to collect, such dependence is an unstable and a 
short-sighted means to fund an important public service. As crime rates 
fluctuate, perverse policy incentives could develop when there are fewer 
people going through criminal proceedings.

In some cases, criminal fees are used to support general revenue funds 
or treasuries unrelated to the administration of criminal law.20 This 
undermines separation of powers, by forcing courts to act as fundraisers 
for other programs or agencies created by the legislature or executives. 

Some states task probation and parole officers with acting as collections 
agents. They are responsible for monitoring payments, setting up 
payment plans, dunning persons under supervision, and taking punitive 

actions such as reporting failures to pay. These are distractions from other far more important duties. Officers should 
be monitoring persons at risk of re-offending, and promoting public safety. 

Social costs

People jailed for failure to pay debt are torn away from their communities and families, making reintegration harder 
upon release. Jail time undermines other important obligations such as maintaining employment and making child 
support payments. Incarceration can also result in disruptions in medical treatments such as treatments for drug 
addictions. Loss of employment means a further loss of state tax revenue. Failure to meet such obligations can result 
in further criminal penalties.21 

People who have probation extended for failure to pay face increased risk of incarceration for technical violations of 
probation. Such violations can result in a loss of public benefits, along with expensive and pointless re-incarceration. 
Under federal law, people who violate parole or probation are ineligible for Temporary Assistance to Needy Families 
(TANF), Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program benefits (food stamps), low-income housing assistance, and 
Supplemental Security Income.22  

Criminal justice debt policies may also infringe on a person’s right to vote. This prevents a person from taking 
on rights and duties of citizenship. Several states disenfranchise people with criminal convictions and will not 
restore voting rights until after criminal justice debt is satisfied.23 But this policy fails to recognize that voting helps 
transform a former prisoner from an outsider into a participating member of the community. Law enforcement and 
reentry professionals recognize that creating community ties through participatory roles such as voting integrates an 
individual back into a society after a criminal conviction. 

Pennsylvania inmates 
who are eligible for 
release but remain 
in prison because 
of justice debt are 
charged $60 a day. 
The daily cost of their 
confinement is nearly 
$100 per day.
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Research in Washington State showed that criminal justice debt caused poorer reentry outcomes, increased costs to 
counties and states for collection and re-incarceration, and lowered actual payments to the victims who are owed 
restitution.24 Not a single policy goal used to justify criminal justice debt was met. In fact, the results were contrary 
to the policy goals.

costs to families

Policymakers often fail to account for the exorbitant financial and social costs of imposing criminal justice fees.  
Fees and fines associated with incarceration amount to a hidden regressive tax that disproportionately impacts the 
poor.  Families shoulder these extra financial burdens while facing the reduced income inherent to having a family 
member incarcerated. Jail fees are often taken from inmate commissary accounts. Those accounts are usually funded 
by family members, who are often poor. When debt collection systems dock funds from an inmate’s commissary 
account, usually the burden falls upon the inmate’s family. The wife of an inmate at the Marin County Correctional 
Institute in Florida, criticizing jail-stay fees, told a reporter, “It’s like [families] are a private ATM for the corrections 
department, and they know there’s nothing we can do about it.”25 

“I have scratched my head more than once trying to determine what public good is 
promoted by a statute that essentially authorized the seizure of 35 percent of every 
cent that a prison inmate’s spouse sends to the inmate… I feel comfortable believing 
that many, if not most, of the spouses of inmates are low income individuals… 
These spouses, who are mostly women, must then dig deep again if they are to offset 
the State’s cut. In doing so they undoubtedly deprive themselves of funds that could 
be devoted to the purchase of necessities for them and their children. Such a scheme 
strikes me as not only unwise but unfair.” 
  —Washington State Supreme Court Chief Justice Gerry Alexander 26
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Debtors’ Prisons: 
Constitutional Violations

Many criminal justice debt-collection practices employed today violate the Constitution. The Supreme Court has 
made clear that incarceration can only be used to collect criminal justice debt when a person has the ability to make 
payments but refuses to do so. In Williams v. Illinois (1970), the Supreme Court ruled that extending a maximum 
prison term because a person is too poor to pay violates equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment. In Tate 
v. Short (1971), the Supreme Court held that courts cannot automatically convert an indigent person’s unpaid fines 
into a jail sentence because it violates the Fourteenth Amendment. In Bearden v. Georgia (1983), the Supreme Court 
ruled that the Fourteenth Amendment bars courts from revoking probation for failure to pay a fine without first 
inquiring into a person’s ability to pay and considering adequate alternatives to imprisonment. 

right to an inquiry into Ability to Pay

The Bearden ruling established the constitutional right to a judicial inquiry into ability to pay. Yet, despite this, states’ 
imposition of fees and fines is often capricious. Courts often fail to make a comprehensive inquiry into a person’s 
ability to pay before sending people to a modern-day debtors’ prison.  A public defender in Illinois observed a judge 
who simply asked people who came before him if they smoked. If the person was a smoker and had paid nothing since 
the last court date, the judge found willful nonpayment and put them in jail without any further inquiry.27 A judge in 
Michigan presumed that if someone had cable television service, they were able to pay.28 Most egregiously, in certain 
states, such as California and Missouri,29 judges strong-arm poor people into a Hobson’s choice of incarceration to 
satisfy debt they cannot pay: defendants are allowed to “request” incarceration to satisfy their debt.  

right to counsel

Some practices related to the imposition and collection of criminal justice debt also undermine the right to counsel. 
Public defender fees discourage people from seeking representation, eroding the principles of Gideon v. Wainwright 
and decreasing access to fair trials. Then, after the criminal case is concluded, some states do not allow a person a 
right to counsel in fee collection proceedings, even though the proceeding may result in incarceration. For example, 
Florida,30 Georgia,31 and Ohio32 refuse to recognize a right to counsel in civil proceedings that could result in 
incarceration (although lower courts in Ohio are divided about whether this continues to be good law33).

In response to these issues, advocates have been challenging wrongful criminal justice debt policies. In Washington 
v. Stone, Mr. Stone was able to obtain counsel to assist in his appeal from a jail sentence imposed for failure to pay 
criminal justice debt. Mr. Stone did not have counsel at the initial proceeding. In that case, the Washington State 
Court of Appeals affirmed a person’s right to counsel at enforcement proceedings for payment obligations.34 The 
court found that a person has a right to counsel at “ability-to-pay” proceedings where incarceration may result. 
The court further held Mr. Stone’s due process rights were violated when he was charged with jail time without a 
finding as to his ability to pay. In Hamilton County, Ohio, civil rights attorneys won a ruling where a court struck 
down a practice of confiscating any “cash-on-hand” from arrested individuals to pay up to $30 for a booking fee as 
a violation of due process.35 
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reCommenDeD reforms

key reform 1: conduct impact Analysis of Proposed And Existing fees  

In their study of criminal justice debt, the Rhode Island Family Life Center 
interviewed Ricardo Graham. In 2007, Mr. Graham was incarcerated for 40 
days because he was unable to keep up with payments on his $745 court debt. His 
incarceration cost the state of Rhode Island approximately $4,000. As a result of 
his imprisonment, Mr. Graham lost his job, and fell even further behind in his 
payments.36

More states are turning to evidence-based approaches to determine whether imposing fees actually increases revenue 
or lowers recidivism. Evidence-based practices significantly lower the costs borne by the state, and benefit the people 
involved in the system, making those practices a popular, bipartisan approach for criminal justice reform. 

Advocacy organizations can conduct their own studies to determine the impact of a criminal justice fee. They can 
also lobby state legislatures to form committees that comprehensively study the financial and social costs of imposing 
fees and fines. A thorough accounting will demonstrate whether a policy is fiscally sound, or merely a hypothetical 
revenue source that will actually cost more to implement than it generates in revenue. 

Success Story: Massachusetts

The experience of the Massachusetts Special Commission to Study the Feasibility of Establishing Inmate Fees 
demonstrates how an impact analysis can reveal the negative fiscal impact criminal justice fees have on states, and the 
anti-rehabilitative impact they have on people. From 2002-2004, Bristol County, Massachusetts charged inmates 
$5 in daily jail stay fees, plus additional fees for medical care, haircuts, and other expenses. This program was halted 
in 2004 when a class action lawsuit filed by prisoners reached the Massachusetts Supreme Court. The court ruled 
that a fee system could only be imposed by the State legislature.37 In June 2010, the Massachusetts state legislature 
created a special seven-member commission to study the impact of a proposed jail fee; they released their report in 
2011. The commission conducted a thorough impact analysis, considering such factors as: the revenue that could be 
generated from the fees; the cost of administering the fees; the impact of the fees on inmates; methods and sources 
of collecting the fees; the impact of the fees on prisoner work programs; and waiver of the fees for indigent people.38 
The bipartisan commission represented a variety of perspectives, including input from the Department of Public 
Safety, the Sheriffs’ Association, Prisoners’ Legal Services, and the Correctional System Union.39 

The Commission conducted a literature review, interviews with representatives from the New York and Pennsylvania 
Departments of Correction (DOC) regarding their systems of inmate fees, and two surveys administered in 
Massachusetts. This comprehensive inquiry provided insights that a simple profit-centric analysis might have ignored. 
The first survey demonstrated that 10 counties lacked systems for tracking inmates who owed debt upon release.40 

Recognizing that any reasonable fee system must adjust for indigence, advisors from New York’s DOC recommended 
that the costs of staffing persons or developing programs to track inmate accounts and debts should be calculated 
when considering implementation of the new jail fee system in Massachusetts.41 The Commission concluded 
that establishing additional inmate fees would create a “host of negative and unintended consequences.”42 The 
Commission predicted that additional fees would increase the number of inmates qualifying as indigent, increase 
the financial burdens on inmates and their families, and jeopardize successful reentry.43 The Commission believed 
that imposing a fee would increase costs to taxpayers and make recidivism more likely.44 Following the report of the 
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Special Commission, Massachusetts did not adopt a state-wide jail fee. 

Massachusetts is just one example. Other states have also recognized the importance of evidence-based practices. In 
2011, Kentucky collaborated with the Pew Center on the States to implement reforms such as strengthening parole 
and probation programs in order to reduce recidivism and control costs based on evidence and focused research.45 
South Carolina passed an omnibus criminal justice reform bill requiring that fiscal impact statements accompany 
proposed changes to sentencing.46 Such actions are promising in their application of cost-benefit analysis to review 
systems of criminal justice debt collection.  

Success Story:  rhode island 

Advocacy organizations such as the Rhode Island Family Life Center (FLC) have also spearheaded impact analysis 
studies. In 2008, FLC conducted a three-year, in-depth study of court debt and related incarceration in Rhode 
Island. The results of the study were striking.

FLC found that court debt was the most common reason people in Rhode Island were jailed. It accounted for 18 
percent of all jailings.48 The average amount of debt owed was approximately $826.49 Many of the people arrested were 
homeless, mentally or physically disabled, and unemployed—
effectively unable to pay. Incarceration created significant 
obstacles to people’s attempts to overcome the causes of their 
original convictions, and made it harder for them to establish 
stable lives and livelihoods.50 Thus, in many instances, the state 
was spending more money incarcerating people than those 
people owed in total court debt—let alone the amounts they 
were actually able to pay.51 Rhode Island was creating a new era 
of debtors’ prisons.

A study by the Rhode Island 
Family Life Center found 
that court debt was the most 
common reason people in the 
state were jailed.47
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Using the results of their research, FLC advocated for a series 
of comprehensive legislative reforms.52 Their compelling 
statistics regarding both the unfair impact of criminal justice 
debt on poor clients, as well as the unnecessary associated costs 
incurred by the state, led to several key reforms in 2008, which 
amended procedures for the assessment, collection, and waiver 
of all court costs, fines, fees, and assessments associated with 
the prosecution of criminal cases.53 These amendments will 
hopefully reduce unfair, counterproductive debt burdens and 
collateral consequences on people unable to pay.

The reforms have had positive impacts in Rhode Island. In the last four years, advocates have been able to use some of 
the new statutory provisions to help indigent people obtain waivers of certain fees and fines, as well as more manageable 
payment plans.54 When warrants are issued for failure to appear at payment hearings, procedural guidelines dictate 
prompt court hearings, which reduce the amount of time that people languish in jails before even seeing a judge. 

An FLC follow-up study in 2009 indicated that less incarceration for court debt had resulted in significant savings 
for the state, including $190,000 in marginal costs.55 At the same time, Rhode Island courts actually increased the 
amount of funds collected yearly by $160,599.56 

A 2009 Rhode Island 
Family Life Center follow-
up study indicated that 
less incarceration for 
court debt had resulted in 
significant savings for the 
state, including $190,000 in 
marginal costs.
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key reform 2: create and Enforce Exemptions for indigence

In 2006 the Atlanta Journal Constitution reported that a county Judge required Ora 
Lee Hurley be held until she paid $705 in fines. Ms. Hurley was incarcerated in a 
diversion center in Atlanta. She was not considered a threat to anyone: she was solely 
being punished for her debt. As part of the diversion program, she was permitted to 
work during the day and return to the center at night. Five days a week she worked 
full-time at a restaurant, earning $6.50 an hour and, after taxes, netting about $700 
a month. Room and board at the center cost $600, her monthly transportation cost 
$52, and miscellaneous other expenses ate up what was left each month.57 A senseless 
system kept Ms. Hurley perpetually imprisoned because of her poverty. 

Create Exemptions and Opportunities to Petition for Waivers

Criminal justice debt holds little promise of revenue for states and is unjust. All states should adopt mechanisms to 
exempt indigent people from criminal justice debt.  A comprehensive system for exemptions includes an up-front 
determination by the court of a person’s ability to pay, prior to the imposition of fees and fines. Such an evaluation is 
necessary if people are to avoid the immediate penalties for nonpayment such as probation revocation, loss of driving 
privileges, damaged credit, or loss of public benefits. Timely ability-to-pay determinations also save states money, 
allowing states to avoid needless costs incurred in futile collection attempts.  

As recent economic developments in the country have made abundantly clear, a person’s economic situation can 
change. Statutes should be written so that people who are initially found to be able to pay criminal justice debts will 
have an opportunity to petition for waivers after the imposition of fees and fines, should their circumstances change. 
Courts should create personalized payment plans that allow people to pay affordable weekly or monthly amounts for 
people who do not initially qualify for waivers or exemptions, but cannot afford lump-sum payments.  

Several states have statutes instructing courts to grant full or partial waivers or exemptions for people such as Ms. Hurley, 
who are unable to pay fees or fines. These states include Hawaii, Kansas, Connecticut, and Ohio.58 Hawaii has explicit 
statutory language exempting people unable to pay from court fees and fines and is one of the best examples of fee 
waivers in use.59   

Enforcing Fee Exemptions  

Statutory exemptions for criminal justice fees often fall short because many people are unaware that the exemptions 
exist, and they lack the legal resources to become aware or apply for them. Therefore, states and local jurisdictions 
need to include procedures that require relevant personnel to inform people of the exemptions. 

Creating an explicit statutory requirement that people on probation and parole must be notified of exemptions is a 
first step in protecting people’s constitutional rights. In Bearden v. Georgia the Supreme Court held that under the 
Constitution, probation or parole can only be revoked after a court makes an ability to pay inquiry.60 A number 
of states punish supervisees with incarceration for willfully missing payments. In places where exemptions exist for 
those unable to pay, many people may not be able to obtain them because the process for obtaining one is poorly 
defined or overly complicated. 
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Success Story: Telling Maryland Supervisees About Exemptions 

In 2011, the Brennan Center and the Job Opportunities Task Force (JOTF) in Maryland successfully advocated for 
a bill that ensures people learn of exemptions from parole fees.  

In 1991, the Maryland Legislature instituted a $40 monthly fee for persons on parole. The Legislature explicitly 
sought to exempt people who were unable to pay the fee.61 The Maryland General Assembly had predicted that 
only about 15 percent of the parolee population would be able to actually pay the fee.62 In recognition of that 
prediction, the Legislature created a number of exemptions based upon a person’s ability to pay.63 Yet few parolees 
eligible for an exemption were actually able to obtain one. For example, 89 percent of parolees listed in Maryland’s 
Division of Probation and Parole (DPP) records as unemployed were still required to pay the fee, despite the fact that 
unemployment was a specified ground for exemptions.64 Among those listed in DPP’s records as students, another 
exemption ground, 75 percent were required to pay the fee.65 

There were two major barriers to enforcing the exemptions of parole and probation extension. First, people were 
unaware that the exemptions existed because corrections and court officials failed to inform them. Second, even 
when people were aware of potential exemptions, the mechanism for obtaining exemptions was convoluted and 
inaccessible. Under Maryland law, the sole power to grant exemptions does not rest with the DPP, whose agents have 
regular contact with parolees, but rather with the Parole Commission, a body that has little contact with parolees 
and does not conduct evaluations of whether or not parolees receive exemptions.66 Official policy had prohibited 
probation and parole agents, who had the most regular contact with parolees, from assisting parolees in applying for 
exemptions; instead, agents were instructed to advise parolees to consult with a lawyer.67 Apparently, little thought 
was given as to how someone unable to pay a $40 supervision fee could afford lawyer’s fees. 

In response to the failings of the exemption system, and assisted by the advocacy of the Brennan Center and the 
JOTF, the legislature passed House Bill 749 and the governor signed it into law in May 2011. The law requires 
that the DPP and the detention center provide supervisees with information regarding the exemptions, including 
the existence of the exemptions, the criteria used to determine exemptions, and the process for applying for an 
exemption.68

The bill was before the Legislature for two years and underwent numerous revisions before it finally passed. 
Recognizing that Maryland’s fiscal climate wouldn’t allow for the complete abolition of the fee, the initial draft of 
the legislation proposed that authority to grant fee exemptions be transferred from the Parole Commission to DPP, 
whose agents meet regularly with parolees and are best poised to know whether people may qualify for an exemption.  

moDel language – enforCe fee exemPtions

Upon release of a supervisee the [relevant department: probation/parole] and the appropriate local detention 
center shall provide the supervisee with an oral and written notice that:

a.  States the criteria listed that the [relevant department: probation/parole] uses to exempt a 
supervisee from the supervision fee, and

b.  Explains the process for applying for an exemption from a supervisee, and 

c.  Makes explicit that a supervisee may seek waivers, exemptions or modifications at any time 
his/her circumstances merit such changes.
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When the 2010 version of the bill was introduced, the JOTF and its partners faced unexpected opposition from the 
union who represented the DPP agents.  Union representatives argued that parole agents were already overworked 
with unmanageable caseloads and that they would not be able to handle this extra task of determining fee exemptions.  
Though the bill failed, JOTF and the Brennan Center succeeded in raising legislators’ awareness of this important issue. 

Having learned from what transpired in 2010, the revised 2011 legislation required the Department of Public 
Safety and Correctional Services (DPSCS) to provide information about the parole fee exemption process to people 
upon their release from incarceration, both orally and in writing. This time around, the JOTF worked with DPSCS 
officials to garner their support prior to the bill hearings.  

In addition, the JOTF engaged numerous partners, both nonprofit service providers and people who had been burdened 
by the fee, to testify in support at the hearings.  Legislators were particularly moved by the people who spoke about how 
the imposition of the fee had impeded their reentry to the community.  One man’s testimony was particularly compelling 
when he produced for the committee the threatening letter that had been sent to him just days after his release.  

With the momentum built from previous efforts, the changes in the law, the new partners and new voices in support 
of the 2011 bill, there was virtually no opposition to the 2011 bill.  The legislation passed the House and Senate with 
nearly unanimous support69 and was signed into law by Governor Martin O’Malley on May 10, 2011.70  JOTF has 
since continued working with DPSCS to ensure that the printed exemption information be presented in terms that 
are easily understood by people with low levels of education.    
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key reform 3: Eliminate Unnecessary interest, late fees, and collateral consequences  

“I have made regular payments for five years, and I have not seen 
my total debt load decrease. At this rate, I don’t think it’s ever 
going to decrease,” says Pam Reid. 71 Ms. Reid, a 64-year-old 
resident of Washington State, has seen her debts double, and 
in some cases triple, due to interest accrued while she was in 
prison, and, of course, unable to earn money to pay the debt. 
Ms. Reid was incarcerated in 1994, her convictions were finalized 
in 1996, and she served slightly over fifteen years for theft and 
forgery convictions.72 One of her judgments was $36,000 when 
she entered prison, and totaled well over $100,000 upon her 
release. In order to earn money she does landscaping work 
independently, though at the time of an interview with the Brennan Center in April 
2012, she was suffering from a broken ankle and was not working.73  Ms. Reid only 
makes about $1,000 a month, most of which goes to paying rent and basic living 
expenses. She makes monthly payments of $225 on all her criminal justice debt. Her 
monthly payments first go to a processing fee that the county charges for paperwork.74 
Despite working hard and making regular monthly payments for over five years, she still 
hasn’t been able to make a dent in the majority of her debts.75

When people fail to pay off their debts immediately, states often charge additional fees without ascertaining whether 
the debtor has the resources to pay, effectively penalizing people for being poor. A number of states charge interest 
or late fees for late or missing payments, even if the reasons for nonpayment are important, conflicting obligations 
such as child support. 76  Late fees can be significant, such as a late fee of $300 in California, or late charges of $10-20 
every time a defendant makes a late payment in some Florida counties77 (in comparison, the maximum late fee for a 
green American Express card is $3578). States also authorize exorbitant “collection fees,” frequently payable to private 
debt collection firms, as well as fees levied on individuals for entering into payment plans, without exemptions for 
poverty. Payment plan fee amounts in New Orleans can be as high as $100.79

moDel language – eliminate interest anD late fees

a.  People who are assessed [insert specific criminal justice fees], shall not be assessed interest, 
surcharges, or late payments charges unless the court first conducts an on-the-record inquiry 
[hearing or similar court proceeding] to determine if the person is able but unwilling to pay.

b.  If the court determines that a person is unable to pay [insert specific criminal justice fees], 
the court shall waive any accrued interest, surcharges, or criminal justice debt related to any 
payments missed due to an inability to pay.80 Such waiver shall be effective from the date at 
which the court determines the person became unable to pay.

c.  If the court initially finds that a person is able to pay such interest, surcharges and late 
payments, said person may petition for a waiver should their circumstances change. All 
payment requirements and interest accrual that are the subject of the petition shall be 
suspended from the date of filing the petition until the court rules on the petition.
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Success Story: Waiving interest in Washington State 

In Washington State, Columbia Legal Services (CLS) successfully fought for legislation that allows people to waive 
interest accrued on criminal justice debt while incarcerated. 81  Criminal justice debt interest in Washington accrues 
at the rate of 12 percent per year during incarceration.82 During this period, people are most often unable to 
be employed or are making very little money,83 if anything, working in prison industries.84 Comparing estimates 
of expected earnings with median legal debt, sociology professors at the University of Washington determined 

that formerly incarcerated white, black, and 
Hispanic men owed 60 percent, 50 percent, and 
36 percent, respectively, of their annual incomes 
in legal debt.85 The portion of this debt accrued 
in interest was often significant, as demonstrated 
by Ms. Reid’s story. In response to the plight 
of their clients, CLS, along with the American 
Civil Liberties Union of Washington and the 
Washington Defender Association in Washington 
State, successfully advocated for legislation that 
allows for waivers of interest on debt while people 
are incarcerated. 

Due to CLS’ successful advocacy, upon release, 
people can petition for a waiver of interest accrued 
during their period of incarceration. The waiver 
is limited to non-restitution criminal justice 
debt. Court clerks can calculate the interest each 

person accrues once they know the period of total confinement, making it a relatively simple process to obtain the 
information necessary to determine the amount of debt that can be waived. 

The legislation received bipartisan support because CLS demonstrated that it would encourage realistic payments of 
criminal justice debt by creating a more manageable debt load, reducing the costs of collection and re-incarceration, 
and contributing to successful reentry.  The advocacy efforts in Washington provide a good template for how other 
states can begin to tackle the negative impacts of criminal justice debt legislatively. By focusing on a particular 
poverty penalty, the campaign was able to highlight a number of the negative consequences of criminal justice 
debt: disproportionate impact on poor people, lack of uniformity, and insurmountable debt loads. Like the Job 
Opportunities Task Force in Maryland, CLS did not walk away from the issue once the bill was signed. CLS has 
established a “Legal Financial Obligations Community Legal Clinic” to make people aware of the new interest 
waivers, and provide direct advice and assistance to people seeking the waivers.  

Reforming Suspended License Practices 

One of the most widespread and detrimental methods of collecting fees is to suspend a person’s driver’s license for 
failure to pay. A lack of transportation jeopardizes a person’s efforts to seek or maintain employment,86 making it 
even less likely that such people will be able to pay their debt. 

Employment is a major part of the rehabilitative and reentry process, whether that involves securing a job or 
maintaining an existing one, and access to a car may mean the difference between success and failure.87 One study of 
New Jersey drivers found that 42 percent of all drivers lost their jobs when their license was suspended, and almost 
half — 45 percent — could not find another job during the suspension.88 Even more stunning, less than six percent 
of the license suspensions were directly tied to driving offenses.89 Of course, these penalties fall disproportionately 
on poor people. The study found that while only 16.5 percent of New Jersey’s licensed drivers lived in low-income 

“Most of the time, the ideal piece of 
legislation is not passable. I think we did 
a good job of finding balance between 
keeping people responsible for their 
legal financial obligations and offering 
real options for relief to people who 
want to successfully re-enter their 
communities. These were two ideas 
legislators could buy into.” 
 —Nick Allen, 
Columbia Legal Services in Washington



zip codes (which, unlike many other states, tend to be densely urban with access to adequate public transportation), 
these zip codes accounted for 43 percent of all suspended licenses.90 

License suspension also increases the risk that people will be re-arrested (and incur new fees) for driving with a 
suspended license. Unable to legally drive to work, people face a choice between losing a job and suffering increased 
penalties for nonpayment. One study found that failure to pay fines was the leading cause of license suspensions.91 
The same study found that 80 percent of participants were disqualified from employment opportunities because their 
license was suspended. In states where licenses may be suspended without an adequate determination of a person’s 
ability to pay the underlying fees, poor people are disproportionately affected by suspensions and suspension-related 
unemployment. Because of the detrimental effects suspensions have on the employment prospects of indigent people 
and because debt-related suspensions have no relation to driver safety, the practice of suspending licenses for failure 
to pay fees is completely lacking in rehabilitative or deterrent value. 

Creating exemptions to license suspensions can help break cycles of debt and re-incarceration. Under such a scheme, 
only drivers who are able to pay but who willfully refuse to satisfy court fees will be punished with suspension.  In 
a 2004 state Supreme Court case, Washington established the principle that automatically suspending a driver’s 
license without first affording the person an opportunity to be heard in an administrative hearing violates due 
process.92 Maryland has a similar policy in place.93 These administrative hearings allow indigent persons to explain 
the circumstances behind their failure to pay and argue against suspension.

Another useful strategy for promoting fairness in suspensions is to provide a conditional or limited-use license 
for driving to work, school, or certain medical or family emergencies.  These are most effective when the fees for 
obtaining a conditional license are waived for indigent people and, perhaps more importantly, when the state is 
required to notify a defendant of the option for a conditional license at the same time the suspension is imposed. 
Ideally, use of these conditional licenses should not be tied to existing full-time employment, since that would 
disqualify people who work part-time, as well as certain self-employed people, and it could discourage people from 
seeking employment during the suspension period.  Indiana permits drivers to obtain restricted licenses to go to 
work, church, or to participate in parenting time consistent with a court order.94 

Statutes should be drafted to make conditional licenses explicitly available for debt-related suspensions, since many 
states that have conditional licenses exclude people who have not paid fines and fees from eligibility.  Ironically, 
some states that exclude drivers who can’t pay fees from getting conditional licenses will issue conditional licenses to 
drivers who have been convicted of driving under the influence, where the ability to drive is actually related to the 
offense and connected to public safety.95  
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key reform 4: End incarceration and Supervision for non-Willful failure To Pay 

Advocates at Community Legal Services of Philadelphia received a request for help 
from Gregory.96 Gregory is a 56-year-old man who is intellectually disabled. He is 
being chased for over $15,000 in unpaid criminal justice debt from a 1995 case.  
He has not had any run-ins with the law in many years. Gregory’s only income is SSI 
disability benefits. He owns no property.  Gregory is scared out of his mind, literally 
to tears, by the thought of being locked up again (which is what he’s been threatened 
will happen if he doesn’t make payments).97

End extension of probation and parole for failure to pay

At least 13 states have a statute or practice allowing courts to extend probation terms for failure to pay debt in some 
cases.98 This creates a system where people who have met the other terms of their sentence, satisfied the conditions 
of probation, and paid their debt to society remain under supervision by criminal justice authorities because of a 
monetary violation. Extending the supervision of people for criminal justice debt creates an unnecessary financial 
burden on states and negatively interferes with public safety.  

A few states have statutes, regulations, or policies that do not permit the extension of probation or parole due to 
failure to pay criminal justice debt. Ohio also has a rule explicitly prohibiting extended supervision for people who 
are unable to pay fees and fines. 99 Virginia passed a bill in 2009 that prohibited keeping people under supervised 
probation solely because of a failure to make complete payment of fees, fines, or costs.100 The new law stemmed from 
the recommendations of a 28-member task force on non-violent offenders. The panel included judges, police chiefs, 
corrections officials and budget analysts.101 According to the panel’s report, the annual cost to incarcerate a person 
was about $25,000 in 2009.102 (By contrast, Virginia spent about $11,300 per pupil in its education system in the 
same year.)103 And, of all the people admitted to Virginia prisons in 2008, about 13 percent of the approximately 
13,503 people incarcerated were there for “technical probation and parole violations.”104  The average expected 
length of stay for these people was 31 months.105 

The state was spending about $43 million each year to incarcerate people who had committed non-violent technical 
violations while on probation or parole (instead of educating the students of Virginia). 

In addition, the report noted that there were about 4,500 offenders still under supervision for their failure to pay 
fines, fees and restitution.106 If those who owed 
fees and fines were freed from probation, “[T]hen 
probation and parole officers would have more 
time and resources to supervise more serious and 
higher-risk offenders. In addition, it would reduce 
the number of technical violators brought back to 
court and returned to prison.”107 As the Virginia 
report makes clear, this collision between rising 
costs and limited resources provides legislators 
with a powerful rationale for ending the practice 
of extending probation and parole simply because 
of failure to pay. 

Good fiscal notes can be crucial to 
the passage of criminal justice debt 
reform legislation. Unfortunately, 
official state estimates of the savings 
or cost of proposed reforms often lack 
the information necessary for good 
decision-making, or are not produced at 
all.108 Advocates must therefore both seek 
fiscal reviews of proposed policies, and 
then be ready to challenge them if the 
reports are incomplete or inaccurate.
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Cancelling Writs, Arrest Warrants, and Summonses for Those Unable to Pay 

Missing debt payments or failure to appear at debt-related proceedings triggers arrests in many jurisdictions. In some 
jurisdictions, a missed payment automatically triggers an arrest warrant, while in others probation officers seek arrest 
warrants when people fall behind on payments.109 In some jurisdictions, arrests and pre-hearing incarceration occur 
prior to any assessment of the person’s ability to pay.110 Using arrest as a collections practice raises due process and 
constitutional questions since it effectively creates criminal punishment for poverty. 

Florida allows courts to arrest people unable to pay court fees and fines.111 However, two Florida counties have 
recently recognized the enormous costs associated with trying to capture and punish poor people incapable of paying 
criminal justice debt.  

Success Story: cancelling Writs in florida

The Brennan Center partnered with local public defender offices in two counties in Florida to successfully advocate for the 
cancellation of thousands of arrest warrants issued for people in nonpayment. Since 1996, Florida has added more than 
20 categories of criminal justice fees and fines.112  Examples of new fees included a “$40 fee imposed for contesting alleged 
violation of local ordinances in county court” and a $30 surcharge for criminal traffic violations.113 Since 2004, legislators 
have required that courts substantially support their operating expenses through fee levies.114 Increasing the number of fees 
made it more likely that persons going through the judicial system would end up with a great deal of debt.  

Following the publication of the Brennan Center’s report, The Hidden Costs of Florida’s Criminal Justice Fees (2010), 
Florida Collections Courts in Leon County and Orange County made changes to stem the growing tide of debtors’ 
prisons. The report revealed that in one year, from October 1, 2007 to September 30, 2008, Leon County spent 
$62,085 attempting to capture and punish indigent people while it only received $80,450 of a possible $347,084 
in revenue. For this $18,365 windfall, which represents a generous estimate,115 “the manpower required for record-
keeping along with the physical housing and storage of [warrants for arrest placed] a tremendous burden on the 
Clerk of Court and [interfered] with the efficient administration of justice.”116  By using their time to locate and 
arrest these persons, “law-enforcement officials [used up] resources needed to pursue violent offenders.”117  

To reduce this inefficiency in Leon County, Chief Judge Charles A. Francis closed the collections court and, as a result, 
terminated approximately 8,000 outstanding arrest warrants for nonpayment.118 Judge Francis has expressed his concerns 
about what he calls “fee justice.” 119 He worries that “the ‘haves’ will unfairly get better deals than the ‘have nots.’”120 

In Orange County, outstanding writs issued between January 1, 2007 and May 13, 2010 were canceled for people 
deemed transient.121 

The Florida system still has limitations. The law places burdens on a potentially indigent litigant to know of the 
existence of payment plans and to request them, when the person may not have the knowledge or legal resources to 
do so. Litigants can only set up partial payments through payment plans if they raise the issue.122  Further, payment 
plans are presently “presumed to correspond to the person’s ability to pay if the amount does not exceed 2 percent 

moDel language – enD suPerVision for failure to Pay

a.  No defendant shall be kept under supervision, parole, or probation solely because of a failure 
to make full payments of fees, fines, or costs.

b.  No supervisee shall have supervision, parole, or probation extended solely because of a failure 
to make full payments of fees, fines, or costs.
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of the person’s annual net income…divided by 12.”123 This system assumes an ability to pay solely based on income 
without an assessment of other financial obligations or limitations. 

However, the bold step of cancelling thousands of writs is still important in combating modern day debtors’ prisons. 

Right to Counsel 

In the absence of ending outright the practice of incarcerating people who owe criminal justice debt, advocates 
should work to establish the right to counsel in nonpayment hearings that could result in incarceration or an 
extension of probation or parole. 

The presence of counsel at enforcement proceedings can make a huge difference for an indigent defendant. Attorneys 
can collect and present evidence regarding defendants’ abilities to pay, help them navigate confusing rules for altering 
payment plans or debt loads, and ensure that their rights are protected and that they understand the implications 
of any future payment commitments.124 Guaranteeing the right to counsel can thus help protect people from being 
incarcerated for debt just because they are poor.

The Constitution guarantees a criminal defendant the right to counsel.125 Furthermore, the Supreme Court ruled 
in Gagnon v. Scarpelli126 that state courts must determine whether appointment of counsel is necessary at probation 
and parole revocation hearings. 

A recent decision by the Washington State Court of Appeals affirmed a defendant’s right to counsel at enforcement 
proceedings for payment obligations arising from his criminal sentences. In Washington v. Stone, James Stone 
appealed a trial court’s orders imposing jail time for his failure to make criminal justice debt payments. Stone was 
tried in Jefferson County, which has a policy of placing defendants who owe criminal justice debt on a “pay or 
appear” calendar and requiring them to defend themselves without appointment of counsel. The Court of Appeals 
found that enforcement proceedings for criminal justice debt that can lead to incarceration are criminal in nature, 
not civil, and trigger the fundamental right to counsel. Furthermore, the court held that Stone’s due process rights 
were violated when he was charged with jail time without a finding as to his ability to pay.

Conduct Meaningful Willful Failure to Pay Determinations

The process of collecting criminal justice debt is difficult to decipher for those at its mercy.127  Courts have generally 
treated the concept of “willful failure to pay” as ill-defined and amorphous, exacerbating existing confusions. This 
lack of structure makes it easier for judges to act on a whim rather than investigate claims. 

Advocates should consider researching and compiling local or state-based standards of indigence, to help people 
prove an actual inability to pay.

There is also a lack of structure in the terms of an indigent person’s incarceration. According to a report in Washington 
state there were occasions when “incarceration was reported to be a sanction for nonpayment that in some cases 
increased [the indigent person’s] debt,” while “in other cases, serving time in jail was reported to have been a means of 
reducing [an indigent person’s debt.]”128 Finally, the collateral consequences associated with a willful failure to pay may 
include the loss of federal benefits upon the issuance of a bench warrant for people dependent upon these benefits.129 

Rhode Island has a willful failure to pay statute listing a series of conditions that constitute prima facie evidence of 
a defendant’s indigency and limited ability to pay. These include qualification for or receipt of Temporary Assistance 
for Needy Families, Supplemental Security Income, public assistance, or food stamps. Outstanding court orders 
for other kinds of debt, such as outstanding restitution, child support payments, or outstanding payments for 
counseling resulting as a condition of sentence, also constitute prima facie evidence of inability to pay.130 
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key reform 5: focus on rehabilitation through Meaningful Workforce Development

Dolphy Jordan, a 38-year-old Washington State 
resident, was released from prison in April 2010 after 
being incarcerated for 21 years. Upon release, Mr. 
Jordan found out that he had about $2800 in criminal 
justice debt to pay off. He became involved with a 
nonprofit called The Post Prison Education Program 
in Seattle, which helped connect him to educational 
opportunities and reentry support. Mr. Jordan worked 
two part-time jobs, slept on his mother’s couch to 
save rent money, pursued a post-secondary degree as 
a student, and managed to pay off his debts in a year. 
“It was very stressful… I’m getting released after all this 
time with nothing, with the stigma of being a convicted 
felon, and I’m already starting out in debt… I was 
willing to sacrifice other things just to pay that off. And 
that was my ultimate goal. I think it has a big impact on pretty much everything — I’m 
a lucky case because I really didn’t owe that much money — but I’ve heard outrageous 
amounts of money and interest that guys would never be able to pay off, no matter 
what. And [I] just don’t get it.”131

Meaningful community service and workforce development alternatives can provide people with the skills and 
experience necessary to obtain jobs while also allowing them to avoid the cycles of debt, poverty, and re-incarceration 
that accompany criminal justice debt. Compulsory community service can interfere with employment or job 
training, but time-limited voluntary community service that is directly tied to job training and placement is a useful 
model for addressing criminal justice debt.  

For those who cannot pay, statutes in several states currently provide for at least limited community service options.132 
However, courts often limit or altogether avoid their implementation, leaving many people without access to these 
options in practice. In Florida, for example, judges are permitted to convert statutory financial obligations into 
court-imposed community service for those unable to pay, but the courts seldom take advantage of this option. 
Only 16 of 67 counties converted any mandatory criminal debt imposed in felony cases into community service.133 
In Georgia, community service is generally only offered to offset particular categories of financial obligations, such 
as fines.134 This can leave poor people saddled with significant amounts of debt in other categories. 

Even in states where community service alternatives or work programs are offered and implemented, poor program 
design can stymie potential rehabilitative effects. When community service is a mandatory alternative to paying 
fees and fines, defendants who are unable to pay and should be exempt from incurring debt are being coerced into 
community service that may actually hinder rehabilitation efforts, by interfering with time that could be spent 
looking for a job. Similarly, when community service alternatives are not paired with job training and placement 
programs, people are forced to spend time performing labor that could otherwise be spent looking for jobs or building 
skills that could result in employment. Finally, when community service is not a pre-set duration and is instead tied 
to an hourly wage, people facing thousands of dollars in criminal justice debt may end up performing community 
service indefinitely. Successful community service and workforce development models should be voluntary, focused 
on skill-building, and of a time-limited duration resulting in debt forgiveness.135 
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Success Story: Massachusetts

The Clapham Set, a pilot program in Suffolk County, Massachusetts, shows how a voluntary workforce development 
program can encourage rehabilitation and financial independence. The founder of the program, a former prosecutor 
named Robert Constantino, sought to address the myriad negative impacts that criminal justice debt has on people, 
and reform existing community service alternatives that did not address the underlying rehabilitative needs of poor 
participants. In collaboration with community partners and the Roxbury Division of the Boston Municipal Court, 
The Clapham Set offered young, unemployed men a curriculum designed to discourage underground employment, 
and encourage occupational skill development. The program helped participants work on a resume, complete job 
training, go on job interviews, and attend mental health or substance abuse counseling. In exchange for participation, 
they received credit towards outstanding court costs, fees and fines.136

The program collaborated with the Black Ministerial Alliance of Greater Boston, as well as StreetSafe Boston, two 
organizations already deeply involved with the local populations involved in the criminal justice system. Through 
persistent outreach efforts, it cultivated strong partnerships with local businesses that were potential employers for 
program participants. Participation in the program was entirely voluntary. People who obtained employment during 
the course of the program were exempt from participation during hours that conflicted with their jobs, and were still 
eligible for credit towards their criminal justice debt. 

Men enrolled in the program voluntarily, motivated by the opportunity to earn credit towards fines and fees that they 
would otherwise be unable to pay. The credit system incentivized them to maintain strong program participation. 
The court offered successful participants credit towards all financial obligations except restitution. Appropriate credit 
amounts were determined by judges on a case-by-case basis. 

In its three-year pilot period, about 26 men went through the program. Eleven men completed the program and 
received full credit for the amount they owed. Others did not complete the class but received partial credit from 
the judge. About 20 found work during the course of the program, though a smaller number were able to maintain 
long-term employment. Only five of the 26 are known to have reoffended, which is promising considering that just 
over half of all people with prior convictions reoffend in the first three years in Massachusetts.137

The Clapham Set model emphasizes a few key elements that are crucial to a well-designed alternative to legal financial 
obligations: collaborations with various stakeholders in the system; community-based connections; and a focus on 
enhancing economic mobility. By involving judges, prosecutors, and correctional officers in the development phase 
of the program, it gained legitimacy and prominence in the courtroom. By partnering with local, community-based 

programs, it capitalized on existing 
connections and trust networks within 
the community to help rehabilitate ex-
offenders. Finally, by making economic 
mobility its top priority, the program 
enhanced the employment prospects 
of its participants and helped them 
overcome the negative reentry impacts 
of criminal justice debt. 
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ConClusion

States are increasingly forcing poor people to fund the criminal justice system. The imposition of criminal justice debt 
is a short-sighted effort to generate revenue. These policies exact unforeseen costs on governments, communities, 
taxpayers, families, and the indigent people caught up in the system. Advocates can create meaningful solutions to 
the problem of criminal justice debt by challenging the unsound fiscal assumptions such policies are based upon, 
providing creative alternatives to incarceration and supervision, and building coalitions with other advocates who are 
fighting to reform such practices. Such reform-minded actions can stem the rising tide of the new debtors’ prisons.    
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